Software developer 60-100% (m/f)
Are you a passionate developer?
You write software because you enjoy it. Clean code is more important to you than a tidy desk. You
learn about new technologies and you know the difference between short-term trends and a future
industry standard. You like working with Linux, and DevOps is your way into the future. You enjoy
photography and you don’t think you are too good to pick up a screwdriver. Then we are looking for
you! It is important to us that you arrive at our office door in the morning with the right attitude. Your
abilities can develop with us - after all, we learn new things every day.
The yellow.webcam platform is developed by avisec ag and is the interaction of hardware and
software. DSLR cameras take pictures at regular intervals, e.g. of a construction site and a Raspberry
PI uploads the image to our servers. There we archive all images and prepare them for publication. Of
course, in such a way that we can guarantee data protection and privacy.
We write our code mainly in Typescript and Kotlin, manage our EC2 servers with Foreman/Puppet, test
our projects with Jenkins and of course work with Git. We can't afford inefficient or poorly scaled
environments - so we are increasingly using serverless computing with AWS Lambda and clustering
based on Hazelcast.
Three developers, two project managers and two service technicians work at avisec. We would like to
add one developer to our team. We are a young, dynamic team and offer our employees a lot of
flexibility.
Have we aroused your interest? Then we are looking forward to getting to know you!
Send your informative documents with photos:
Daniel Bärtschi, daniel@avisec.ch
We are looking forward to your application!

About avisec
We are a young and dynamic Swiss company looking for equally young and dynamic talents. Our
operational focus is on camera and software solutions augmented by AI. Two things are important to
us among our employees: heart and soul. People who code, develop and put their whole brains and
hearts into projects with passion are exactly what we need. In return, we offer very fair remuneration
and absolutely flexible working models. Avisec has existed for ten years: We are no longer a start-up,
but we have maintained our spirit of innovation. Certificates and years of professional experience are
desirable, but not a must with us. If you think you can take a job as a software developer instead of an
internship, you're right with us.

